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reading masculinities in westerns 
PETER VERSTRATEN 

In Screening Cowboys, the contemporary issue of masculinity is considered at the intersection of 

cultural analysis and cultural history. Read from this perspective, the western genre becomes a 

notable case to discuss a range of questions: Why can the cowboy not tell his own story in flashback? 

Why is the cowboy's father an impossible figure in westerns? Why is the encounter between cowboy 

and " Indian" constitutively missed? Why can the cowboy in postwar European westerns only function 

with a touch of irony? Why is the scenario of inter-male rivalry and friendship thwarted by the 

possibility of homosexual masculinity? 

These questions are explored to argue how any form of tough, white masculinity exacts a necessary 

sacrifice. As a supplement to the theoretical analysis of western novels and f i lms, a turn to cultural 

history is deployed to explain shifts in the construction of masculinity. 

Peter Verstraten works at the University of Amsterdam for the Amsterdam School for 
Cultural Analysis, Theory and Interpretation. 
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